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ABSTRACT
Humans play a major role in the global spread of nonindigenous species
(NIS). Predicting spread of NIS requires an understanding of where propagules
are being transported, whether these propagules can survive in novel habitats
and whether they can integrate successfully within the recipient community.
Cabomba caroliniana is an aquatic plant, native to South America that is now
widespread globally. This study is the first attempt to model a macrophyte
species using a combination of passive and active dispersal models coupled with
an environmental suitability component to measure the first two stages of the
invasion process - introduction effort and environmental tolerance - to forecast
Cabomba spread in Ontario. Results indicate that Rice, Scugog and Round
Lakes have the greatest invasion risk by Cabomba due to the combination of
boater and water movement and lake suitability. The best predictors of lake
suitability were pH, mean lake temperature and dissolved calcium, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION
General Introduction
Our understanding of the phenomenon of biological invasion has changed
dramatically since publication of Elton's (1958) seminal book. He proposed two
principal views to explain invasion success. First, communities with high native
diversity can resist invasion better than those with fewer species. Elton proposed
that biological resistance was a key factor in preventing nonindigenous species
(NIS) establishment into rich communities owing to predators and competitors in
the native community. Second, Elton (1958) introduced the concept that
disturbance within a community reduces biological resistance and allows NIS to
take advantage of the opportunity to invade successfully.
Elton's research led many scientists to review characteristics of species
that make them successful NIS, as well as characteristics of habitats that render
them vulnerable to invasion. Attributes proposed for successful plant invaders
include high dispersal rate, high reproductive output, early fruiting, vegetative
reproduction and tolerance of a wide range of physical conditions (e.g. Nolan,
1989; Lodge, 1993). For animal invaders, similar features include early sexual
maturity, asexual reproduction, large relative size, ability to colonize a wide range
of habitat types, association with humans, high genetic variability, high
phenotypic plasticity, gregarious behaviour, omnivory, high reproductive capacity
and high dispersal rates (see van der Velde et al., 2006). Some proposed
characteristics of 'invasible' habitats include climate similarity to the native range
of the invader, early successional stage, low diversity of native species, absence
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of predators and disturbance (Lodge, 1993). These generalizations of successful
invaders and invaded habitats hold exceptions to the rules and that many lack
appropriate statistical testing (Lodge, 1993). Thus, they may provide little
guidance in making predictions about the success of any particular NIS. For
example, Stohlgren et al. (1999) showed that sites high in herbaceous foliar
cover and soil fertility are invasible in many landscapes by various nonindigenous
plants. Because of this, it was recognized that NIS and target communities
cannot be studied independently, but rather that species and their interactions
with the broader community determine invasion success (Lodge, 1993).
The concept of 'propagule pressure' was introduced in an attempt to
address invasion success. Propagule pressure refers to the number of
inoculation events, the number of propagules introduced per event and the
condition of introduced propagules (Williamson & Fitter, 1996; Lockwood et al.,
2005). In 1999, Lonsdale implicated human-mediated propagule pressure as a
determinant of invasion success, owing to the positive correlation between
introduced plant species within nature reserves and the number of visitors.
Lonsdale's (1999) study was virtually unique in that it simultaneously addressed
many different facets of invasion success, noting that many putative affectors
were confounded.
Lonsdale (1999) also recognized that many studies of invasion success
involve confounding of different factors, which may affect invasion individually or
in combination. These factors include differences between regions in species
properties, ecosystem properties or propagule pressure. Colautti et al. (2006)
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conducted a meta-analysis that examined characteristics of invasiveness (i.e.,
the ability of species to establish in, spread to, or become abundant in novel
communities) and invasibility (i.e. the susceptibility of habitats to the
establishment or proliferation of invaders). This study found that although
propagule pressure was considered in only 29% of the case studies, it was a
significant predictor of invasion success (55 of 64 total cases). Colautti et al.
(2006) also noted that NIS are likely introduced non-randomly, resulting in a
'propagule bias' and in spurious correlations between invasion success and
some characteristic of habitats. Another study by Hayes and Barry (2008) that
summarized the results of 49 studies, testing the significance of 115
characteristics found that climate/habitat match, history of invasive success and
number of arriving/released individuals are associated with establishment
success. Thus, many studies that alleged to address either species or habitat
characteristics may be confounded by variation in propagule pressure. For
example, Cassey et al. (2004) found that the significance of characteristics
associated with established NIS changed depending on the choice of contrast
group because species chosen for transport and introduction were nonrandom
selections of the source pool of potential invaders.
Spatial patterns of invasion result from many different interacting factors,
including biological attributes of the invader, human activities and abiotic and
biotic interactions (Kolar & Lodge, 2001a; Wilson et al., 2007b). In most cases, it
is difficult to determine the relative roles of biological attributes and
environmental factors (Rouget & Richardson, 2003; Nathan, 2006). Because of
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this, several authors have suggested visualizing the invasion process as a series
of barriers that an introduced species must overcome before successfully
invading a community (Richardson et al., 2000; Kolar & Lodge, 2001b; Colautti &
Maclsaac, 2004). Consequently, models that combine more than a single factor
may have greater predictive ability than those based on single factors (Nathan,
2006; Jerde & Lewis, 2007; Theoharides & Dukes, 2007). Models that combine
measures of propagule pressure and environmental tolerance (e.g. niche
modelling) may assist in predicting invasion success (Forsyth & Duncan, 2001;
Rouget & Richardson, 2003; reviewed in Peterson, 2003; Wilson et al., 2007b).
For example, Thuiller et al. (2006) assessed how environmental features, land
transformation, life-history traits, residence time, origin and human usage interact
to understand the spatial pattern of invasive alien plant species in South Africa.
In another study, Herborg et al. (2007) showed that by combining a model for
propagule pressure (quantified by its proxy, the volume of ballast water
discharged) with an environmental niche model, refined predictions were
possible for the potential distribution of the Chinese mitten crab (Eriocheir
sinensis) in North America.

Step-based approach to invasion
Biological invasions result when a NIS is introduced to and tolerant of a
new region, eventually leading to establishment (Shigesada et al., 1995). Range
expansion may follow establishment.
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The first step of an invasion is introduction. No invasion is possible unless
propagules are transferred to the new ecosystem (Colautti et al., 2006).
Introduction effort for a NIS can be measured or, more commonly, estimated, via
proxies of propagule pressure (Williamson & Fitter, 1996). The importance of
propagule pressure has been assessed mainly for birds, fish and other biological
control agents because the person responsible for the introduction usually
records the number, gender, age and health status of the propagule introduced
(Cassey et al., 2005; Lockwood et al., 2005). In cases, where the data is
unavailable, we must often use an alternative to estimate propagule pressure.
Propagule pressure is a key element to understanding why some NIS fail to
establish whereas others succeed (Lockwood et al., 2005; Hayes & Barry, 2008;
Chadwell & Engelhardt, 2008).
If sufficient propagule pressure exists, then demographic stochasticity
(fluctuations between birth and death rates) is likely to be unimportant. In this
case, the suitability of the environment for the invading propagules is paramount
(Bossenbroek et al., 2001). Some species fail to succeed despite sufficient
propagule pressure because they are physiologically intolerant of conditions in
the new habitat (Carlton, 1985). For example, lakes with low calcium
concentration and a pH below 7.3 completely restrict invasion by zebra mussels
(Dreissena polymorpha) (Ramcharan et al., 1992). Likewise, Peterson & Vieglais
(2001) noted that while ships deliver propagules of Asian long-horn beetles to the
Pacific Coast, the species is seemingly physiologically incapable of surviving in
that area. More recently, nonindigenous macrophyte species {Spartina
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alterniflora and Phragmites australis) benefit from salinity fluctuations in
European brackish waters that are experiencing increased salinities (Vasquez et
al., 2006).
If propagule supply is not limiting and the species appears capable of
surviving (or exploiting) the physiological and chemical conditions in the
introduced area, then species interactions may either increase or decrease
establishment success. Predators, competitors, parasites or pathogens in the
new habitat may adversely affect success of invading species (e.g. Elton, 1958;
Vitousek, 1990; Crooks, 2002). In an experimental test designed to explore the
relative importance of propagule pressure, disturbance and biotic resistance, Von
Holle and Simberloff (2005) found that propagule pressure effects were most
influential in determining invasion success of plants.
In a new spin on the importance of biological interactions, mainly
observational studies have revealed that some residents of the community either other NIS or native species - may facilitate rather than retard establishment
success of the invader, a facilitative process Simberloff and Von Holle (1999)
called invasional meltdown. For example, Leppakoski et al. (2002) reported that
many established NIS in the Baltic Sea later colonized the Great Lakes and other
ecosystems through secondary invasions. This was seemingly the result of
altered community structure by established NIS that subsequently allowed
greater invasibility by other species. A review of invasions in the Great Lakes by
Ricciardi (2001) showed that direct positive interactions among NIS are more
common than purely negative interactions, leading to a greater accumulation of
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NIS. It is important to note that changing vectors could give the appearance of an
invasion meltdown, but it could also be due to changes in propagule pressure. In
a note of caution, Simberloff (2006) noted that many of the reports of invasional
meltdown - including those in the Great Lakes - remain observational and have
not been experimentally verified.
Some NIS may disperse from the original invasion site following
successful establishment (Ruiz et al., 1997). Two types of dispersal may occur,
natural or human mediated (Albert, 2006). In many cases, human-mediated
dispersal transports individuals to distances farther or in much higher numbers
from the source than they could naturally disperse (e.g. Hebert & Cristescu,
2002; Jacobs & Maclsaac, 2007). Humans may also be instrumental to
secondary spread of invaders following the initial colonization event (e.g.
Muirhead et al., 2006). It is important to note, however, that not all successful
invaders spread; in fact, many stay in a single area, either abundant or rare
(Colautti et al., 2006). Indeed, dispersal after establishment is not mandatory for
a successful invasion, since success could be defined simply by successful
colonization of a single new area. As examples, the claspingleaf pondweed
(Potamogeton perfoliatus) is geographically constrained yet abundant in parts of
New Zealand and Australia (Champion & Clayton, 2000), while the crested myna
(Acridotheres cristatellus) is restricted to parts of British Columbia in Canada
(Long, 1981; CWS, 2003).
Kolar and Lodge (2001a) and Colautti et al. (2006) felt it was unrealistic to
expect a single factor to account for success of biological invasions. A more
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realistic vision considered that different factors influenced different steps or
stages of the invasion process. Thus, they argued that investigators ought to
explore invasion success in separate but linked stages. Each sequential 'filter'
could prevent or enhance species from reaching subsequent stages. Factors
affecting transition between each stage (i.e. 'determinants') can be categorized
as propagule pressure (A), physico-chemical conditions (B), or community
interactions (C) (see Colautti et al. 2006). Particular invasion determinants may
serve to promote, impede or have no effect on transition between stages
(Figure 1).

Cabomba caroliniana, an invasive macrophyte
Cabomba caroliniana or fanwort is native to South America where it
occurs in Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay and Argentina (0rgaard, 1991; Mackey &
Swarbrick, 1997). Cabomba has been introduced both deliberately and
unintentionally to the majority of the United States, Japan, New Guinea, China,
India, Australia, The Netherlands, Belgium, Hungary and England (Figure 2)
(Wilson et al., 2007a).
In reservoirs, heavy infestations of this macrophyte can raise water levels
(due to added biomass in the system) to a point where overflows and heavy
seepage losses occur (Mackey & Swarbrick, 1997). In Australia, Cabomba has
increased water treatment, maintenance and production costs due to tainting,
water discolouration and interfering with valves and pumps (Schooler et al.,
2006). It is extremely persistent excluding native plant species by smothering
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them and reducing germination (Ding et al. 2003; Schooler et al., 2006).
Cabomba's dense mass of underwater stems and leaves can be a hazard for
recreational water users and interfere with agricultural and aesthetic functions of
lakes and reservoirs (Riemer & llnicki, 1968). When this vegetation dies off,
microbial decomposition may cause dramatic oxygen reduction in and impart a
foul-smell to water (Gracia, 1966). In 1992, Ganstad reported that in Black Lake,
Louisiana, Cabomba had invaded 2000 hectares over ten year period.
Cabomba caroliniana is a submersed, aquatic perennial plant that is
rooted in the sediment of both stagnant and briskly flowing waters of lakes,
ponds, ditches, sloughs, swamps, streams and smaller rivers (Riemer & llnicki,
1968; 0rgaard, 1991) (Figure 3). Fanwort is eaten by waterfowl and some fish
and provides excellent cover for small fish and plankton (0rgaard, 1991). The
colours of Cabomba's shoots are strongly influenced by light conditions. In
shaded regions, the plant will be green; in open sun, it will appear to be reddish
brown due to the accumulation of anthocyanins in the epidermal cells (0rgaard,
1991). The submerged leaves are finely dissected, fan-shaped and arranged
oppositely in pairs along the stem (Schneider & Jeter, 1982). Fragmentation, with
at least one node and an intact leaf, is capable of producing a new plant
(McFarland et al., 1998). Indeed, toward the end of the growing season, stems
become increasingly hard, brittle and defoliated and begin a process known as
auto-fragmentation (Riemer & llnicki, 1968). These green fragments can persist
throughout the winter and remain in a dormant state until water temperatures
begin to rise in spring (Riemer & llnicki, 1968). Terminal ends that do not
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fragment but remain attached to the substrate are able to survive heavy ice cover
as a means of overwintering (Riemer & llnicki, 1968). White flowers
(characteristic of Cabomba caroliniana var. caroliniana) are held above and
below the water because the plant relies on insect pollination (Tarver & Sanders,
1977). Flowers undergo dianthesis over two consecutive days, during which they
are structurally and functionally pistilate on the first day and staminate on the
second day (Mackey & Swarbrick, 1997). Flowers open in the morning around 10
am and close in the afternoon around 4 pm, when they submerge (Mackey &
Swarbrick, 1997). Seeds are produced from April to December on shoots of the
plant not rooted in the hydrosoil, indicating that the shoot does not need to be
rooted for successful seed production (Leslie, 1986; McFarland et al., 1998). In
New Jersey, USA, sexual reproduction is considered to be negligible or
nonexistent, as Riemer and llnicki (1968) found neither seedlings, germinated
seeds, or seeds with embryos. In Louisiana, seeds were produced with viability
as low as 25% (Sanders, 1979). In Ontario, C. caroliniana does not appear to
reproduce sexually in Kasshabog Lake (Noel, 2004). Factors that may affect
germination include red light and high carbon dioxide levels (Sanders, 1979).
Interestingly, the embryo remains viable for up to eight hours if allowed to
desiccate (Sanders, 1979).
Cabomba is similar to many well known submerged macrophytes such as
American eelgrass (Vallisneria americana), twoleaf watermilfoil (Myriophyllum
heterophyllum), curly pondweed (Potamogeton crispus) and Eurasian watermilfoil
(M. spicatum), in that they are effective indicators of water quality by suppressing
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the resuspension of bottom sediments and clear water. These plants remove
nutrients from water and are the major dominant plant species in many aquatic
ecosystems (Carpenter & Lodge, 1986; Foote & Kadlec, 1988; Madsen et al.,
1991; Zhang et al., 2003; Huss & Wehr, 2004; Capers et al., 2007).
Cabomba can spread locally via vegetative (asexual) or sexual
reproduction. However, Cabomba also has the ability to spread globally due to its
extensive use in the aquarium trade (Mackey & Swarbrick, 1997; Cohen et al.,
2008). Cabomba is sold as an aquarium plant and a long-standing assumption is
that it has been introduced to natural ecosystems worldwide by aquarists
dumping unwanted plants into local waterways; but more commonly, areas have
been deliberately planted to allow wild cultivation for trade (Mackey & Swarbrick,
1997; Les & Mehrhoff, 1999; Maki & Galatowitsch, 2004). This practice is not
uncommon; as many aquaria species are introduced worldwide, following which
many establish self-reproducing populations (Duggan et al., 2006; Cohen et al.,
2008).

Modelling
There are a range of predictive models for invasive macrophytes. Buchan
and Padilla (2000) found that percent forest cover was a great predictor while
proximity to roads and boat launches were less important characteristics when
modelling the NIS Myriophyllum spicatum. Wingfield et al. (2006) used a
combination of plant characteristics such as leaf area/shoot length along with
environmental conditions in an effort to restore a native macrophyte, Najas
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flexilis, in Europe. Chadwell and Engelhardt (2008) showed that reducing
propagule pressure slows the spread of Hydrilla verticillata.
Occasionally there exists a dramatic shift in the ecosystem achieving an
alternative equilibrium. This phenomenon, alternative stable states - a
community can have numerous compositional equilibria that are dependent on
the initial assembly - has important implications on management while affecting
environmental conditions (Scheffer et al., 1993; van Andel & Grootjans, 2006).
For instance, gradual changes in temperature or other factors might have little
effect until a threshold is reached at which a large shift occurs that might be
difficult to reverse (Scheffer & Carpenter, 2003). For example, shallow lakes can
have two alternative equilibria: a clear state dominated by aquatic vegetation,
and a turbid state characterized by high algal biomass (Scheffer et al., 1993).
Lakes with many stable states can have consequences on the modeller (van Nes
& Scheffer, 2003). Seasonal growth and succession of submersed macrophytes
in lakes have been documented, yet the replacement of the plant species by
competing species could possibly be predicted using a spatially explicit model
(van Nes et al., 2002; Herb & Stefan, 2005).
Spatial interaction is a broad term that includes any movement over space
that results from a human process such as: journey-to-work, migration, utilization
of public and private facilities and communication (Haynes & Fotheringham,
1984). An example of a spatial interaction would be the flow of traffic in relation to
the placement of a new shopping centre in the neighbourhood. Gravity models
(see below) have been built to analyze these relationships, but only a few have
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been applied by biologists to describe the movements of organisms within a
landscape (Schneider et al., 1998; Buchan & Padilla, 1999; Bossenbroek et al.,
2001).

Simple and Stratified Reaction-Diffusion Models of Spread
Reaction-diffusion models represent the simplest form of dispersal by
species. Diffusion models describe spatial interactions through mathematical
expressions that are independent of the mechanism of dispersal (Andow et al.,
1990). The diffusion portion of the equation provides a descriptive 'diffusive'
movement of individuals in a recently established NIS population that is
experiencing exponential or logistic population growth (Skellam, 1951). The
equations require measurable individual characteristics of a population including
population growth rate and dispersal per unit time (Lewis, 1997). Simple reactiondiffusion models take the two-dimensional form of:

dt

d2N
dx2

d2N
+ ceN
+ •
dy2

(1)

where N = the local population density (organisms/area) at time t and spatial
coordinates (x,y), D = the coefficient of diffusion, a = the intrinsic growth rate of
the population (Skellam, 1973; Andow, 1990). The key to these models is that
the distance decay function of propagules from the source is usually of
exponential loss form, meaning that very few individuals are capable of
dispersing long distances on their own, for most species (Shigesada & Kawasaki,
1997).
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Equation 1 has been used to successfully model the dispersal of the North
American muskrat Ondatra zibethica in central Europe and the European starling
Sturnus vulgaris in the United States (Skellam, 1951; Hengeveld, 1989). Species
spread radially in a homogeneous landscape from the initial colonization site,
with the establishment rate and distance between each radial component held
constant (Hastings, 1996). The wave front with linear velocity is measured as:
c = iJoD

(2)

where c = speed with which the population front proceeds outward from the origin
(Andow, 1990). Dispersal by reaction-diffusion has also been named
'neighbourhood' dispersal owing to the strongly local nature of propagule
dispersal (Hengeveld, 1989).
When dispersal in two-dimensional space is not isotropic, so that the
diffusion rates are different in various directions, then a more generalized
diffusion equation is required:

dt

d2N d2N
+ 2 -jU— + aN
dx2
dy
ox

(3)

where the x-axis is aligned to the direction of the current and u. = speed of the
current (Figure 4) (Shigesada & Kawasaki, 1997). Van den Bosch et al. (1990)
presented a non-isotropic diffusion equation with advection terms. Wind-borne
dispersal of seeds and pollen generally vary depending on height of release,
mass of seeds, wind speed and turbulence (Shigesada & Kawasaki, 1997). This
advection factor could be important for the passive dispersal of species like
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Cabomba because the current or advective flow of water determines where the
plant fragments disperse naturally.
A more advanced model of dispersal, called stratified diffusion,
incorporates both neighbourhood diffusion and long-distance dispersal. A
species with this form of dispersal exhibits nonlinear range-versus-time
population growth (Hengeveld, 1989; Andow et al., 1990; Shigesada, 1995). In
1989, Hengeveld suggested that the initial speed of expansion is determined
mainly by neighbourhood diffusion of the founder population and that further
expansion is reflected by growth of new satellite colonies created by longdistance migrants. Hengeveld (1989) named this process "stratified diffusion",
which is characteristic of the spread of the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispai), house
finch (Passer domesticus) and cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) in North America
(Mack, 1981; Mundinger & Hope, 1982; Liebhold et al., 1994).
Shigesada et al. (1995) described two models whereby invasion occurred
via stratified diffusion. The first - scattered colony model (Figure 5a) - assumes
a homogeneous landscape in which an invading species expands its range at a
constant rate c by neighbourhood diffusion and simultaneously produces longdistance migrants that create nuclei for new populations. Each nucleus expands
and is located far enough from each other that their ranges do not overlap for a
period of time. This coalescing colony model (Figure 5b) is used when the
primary colony expands its range by neighbourhood diffusion and long-distance
migrants that settle at a distance L ahead of the front of the primary population.
Each offspring colony that expands at the constant rate c coalesces into the
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primary colony when their ranges overlap. Upon coalescence, the range of the
primary and offspring colonies are immediately reshaped in a circular pattern with
the total area unchanged.
In a heterogeneous environment, however, the spread would not be radial
and rate of spread should vary depending on variation in habitat (Andow et al.,
1990; Boylen et al., 1999; Basse & Plank, 2008). If the environment consists of
favourable and unfavourable patches that are randomly distributed, then invasion
mediated by neighbourhood diffusion can still be modelled by equation 1
(Shigesada et al., 1995).

Gravity Modelling
Long distance dispersal events appear to drive expansion patterns for
many species (Dean, 1998). Gravity models allow prediction of long-distance
dispersal events by considering not only the nature of source populations, but
also the spatial configuration and vector activity to potential colonization sites (i.e.
propagule pressure). This allows gravity models to more appropriately predict
species movement using vectors through a heterogeneous landscape than can
diffusion models (Bossenbroek et al., 2001). Knowledge of where propagules are
introduced should provide a better predictive model since it satisfies step 1 of the
invasion process (Colautti et al. 2006). Thus, gravity models are best suited for
conditions where information regarding vector flows can be assembled, such as
inter-lake dispersal of NIS, whereas diffusion models may be better suited for
intra-lake dispersal (Basse & Plank, 2008). The gravity model derives its name
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from an analogy to Newton's Theory of Gravitation where the attraction between
two masses (Mi and M2) is directly proportional to the universal gravitational pull
(G) and inversely proportional to the distance between the two bodies (d)
squared (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1984):
r_GM1M2

(4)

d2
The gravity model relates two basic elements: scale and distance (Haynes
& Fotheringham, 1984). These concepts are used by urban social analysts to
explain land values in certain areas, public services and retail locations and their
impact on the areas surrounding them (Hansen, 1959; Haynes & Fotheringham,
1984). Gravity models, in general, develop a matrix that calculates the flow of
individuals that move from one or more origins (invaded lakes) to one or more
destinations (noninvaded lakes) based upon the distance and attractiveness of
the destinations (Thomas & Hugget, 1980). Geographers have used gravity
models to predict human dispersal patterns by estimating the human flow from
origins to destinations (Thomas & Hugget, 1980; Sklar & Costanza, 1991).
Mathematical equations can be used to analyze and forecast spatial interaction
patterns based on human-mediated movement in heterogeneous landscapes
(Fotheringham & O'Kelly, 1989). There exist four different types of gravity
interaction models (as reviewed in Haynes & Fotheringham, 1984):
1. Total Flow Constrained Gravity Model: used when information is
available on the total number of interactions in the system;

Ty = kvf^dl, where * = YLWd!
i
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i

^

2. Production-Constrained Gravity Model: used when information is
available on the outflows of each region;

Ttj = Afitfdl,

where A,.

E<4

(6)

3. Attraction-Constrained Gravity Model: used when information is
available on the inflows to each destination;
Ts =v?BjDjd$, where Bj =

XM

(7)

4. Doubly-Constrained Gravity Model: used when information is available
on both outflows and inflows within the entire system;
-i-i

7V=4-0,-fl;JV^where4 =

\*PA

and B, =

Ew^

(8)

where; Ty = the estimated interaction between origin i and destination j ; k = a
scale parameter; Vi = origin propulsiveness variable; Wj = the destination
attractiveness variable; dy = the distance between i and j ; a and p = exponents or
parameters to be estimated; Aj = a balancing factor that also measures the
relative location of origin i to the destinations j ; Oj = known outflow of origin i; Bj =
a balancing factor that also measures the relative location of destination j to the
origins i; Dj = known inflow into destination j . In order to indicate the relative
importance of distance in the system, dy is adjusted using the exponent 3, which
estimates the impact of separation on origin i to destination j . Larger p values
indicate that distance factors are more important in reducing the expected
amount of flow between i and j (less emphasis on distant destinations). This
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parameter can vary depending on the system. For example, Schneider et al.
(1998) estimated a distance decay factor of four to model dispersal of zebra
mussels in Illinois, while Bossenbroek et al. (2001) used a distance coefficient of
1.9 to model the same species in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin.
Total flow within the entire system, T, can be calculated by summing the
individual interaction values for m origins and n destinations as (Haynes &
Fotheringham, 1984):

Each of the four models is used to represent a system of flows between
origins and destinations (Figure 6a); however, each model can be applied to flow
systems where there are flows from only one origin (Figure 6b) or where they are
into only one destination (Figure 6c) (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1984).

Ecological Niche Modelling
Ecological niche modelling (ENM) allows researchers to identify
environmental correlates of a NIS' native range to develop a model to predict
where these requirements are met in an invaded or potentially invaded region
(Guisan & Zimmerman, 2000; Peterson, 2003; With, 2004; Herborg et al., 2007).
For example, Peterson and Vieglais (2001) used ENM to determine the possible
range of Asian longhorned beetles (Anoplophora glabripennis) in North America,
while Joye et al. (2006) applied similar methods to macrophyte species in Swiss
ponds. ENM allows identification of areas vulnerable to establishment by NIS,
with the implicit assumption that propagules are available to transport the species
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to these locations (Muirhead et al., 2006). The most promising possibility,
however, to predict future ranges of NIS is to combine vector-based (gravity
models) and ENM approaches (Havel et al., 2002; Muirhead et al., 2006; Thuiller
et al, 2006), which would satisfy the first two steps of the invasion process (i.e.
introduction and environmental tolerance).
Many methods are used to develop ENM and test their predictions
including boosting, bagging, machine-learning methods, tree-based models,
regression models, multivariate association methods and climate envelopes (see
Elith et al., 2006). Some of these models have been shown to be more
interpretable than others. Relationships based on regression techniques can be
graphed and assessed for ecological rationality, leaving the method open to
scrutiny (Austin, 2002). On the other hand, rule sets derived from genetic
algorithms like Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Prediction (GARP) are widely
applied environmental niche modelling applications which uses raster based
environmental and biological information to predict suitable habitat in a species'
introduced range (Herborg et al., 2007). GARP has been used to predict range
expansion and limitation for NIS including zebra mussels Dreissena polymorpha
(Drake & Bossenbroek, 2004), buffel grass Cenchrus ciliaris (Arriaga et al., 2004)
and Argentine ants Linepithema humile (Roura-Pascual et al., 2004). Models like
GARP (reviewed in Elith et al., 2006) conceal model details from the modeller,
making the method difficult to interpret and prone to over-fitting. Over-fitting
occurs when too many covariates for the number of outcome events are used,
leading to incorrect predictions (Stockwell & Peters, 1999). However, the latter
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method does have attractive characteristics relating to software availability,
speed of computation and the ability to handle complex interactions between
predictors (Elith et al., 2005). A common critique of modelling is that validation
tests are rarely conducted (Peterson, 2005). Because of this, the accuracy
assessment is based on how well the model predicts withheld (validation) data,
which is data from the original training set not included in building the model, but
which allows the researcher to validate the model (Boyce et al., 2002).

Boosted Regression Trees
Boosted regression trees (BRT) combines two algorithms: regression
trees and boosting. Regression trees are used to select relevant variables and
can model interactions; boosting is used to overcome the inaccuracies inherent
in a single tree model (Friedman et al., 2000; Friedman, 2001; Hastie et al.,
2001). Regression trees are fitted sequentially on weighted versions of the data
set, where the weights continuously adjust to take account of observations that
are poorly fitted by the preceding models (Friedman et al., 2000; Elith et al.,
2006) (Appendix B). Boosted regression model proceeds in a forward stage-wise
fashion in which small, sequential modifications are made in parts of the model
space to fit the data better (Friedman et al., 2000) (Appendix C). A BRT model
can be seen as a regression model in which each individual model term is a
simple regression tree (Friedman et al., 2000). Advantages of BRT include its
ability to accommodate different types of predictor variables and missing values,
its immunity to the effects of extreme outliers and the inclusion of irrelevant
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predictors and its facility for fitting interactions between predictors (Friedman &
Meulman, 2003; Leathwick et al., 2006; De'ath, 2007). BRT analysis is used in
this thesis because of its advancement in predictive machine learning and since
its performance is excellent compared to other regression based techniques such
as generalized additive models (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990; Elith et al., 2006;
Friedman, 2006). In fact, BRT has been applied in epidemiology (Friedman &
Meulman, 2003), for predicting variation in demersal fish species richness in New
Zealand (Leathwick et al., 2006) and for predicting patterns of plant species
richness in South Africa (Thuiller et al., 2006). BRT has just been introduced to
ecological fields and predictive analysis is still rare; however, when compared
with 15 other traditional and novel methods it was the best technique when
predicting the distribution of 226 species from five regions of the world (Elith et
al., 2006).

Objectives
My thesis will attempt to quantify the first two steps of the invasion
process, propagule pressure and environmental suitability. Specifically, I seek to
identify inland lakes in Ontario that are vulnerable to successful establishment of
Cabomba caroliniana based upon human-mediated and natural vectors of
dispersal of the plant, combined with environmental suitability of these habitats.
In this thesis, I will (Figure 7):
1. Develop a gravity model to measure human-mediated dispersal;
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2. Develop a dispersal model that combines objective one with a
hydrology model;
3. Develop an environmental suitability model;
4. Predict the potential distribution of Cabomba that combines objectives
two and three.

METHODS
Gravity model
In order to assess the potential role of human-mediated dispersal of C.
caroliniana, a survey was conducted at Kasshabog Lake to measure boater
movement from the lake (source) to other noninvaded lakes (destinations). The
survey was conducted from August to September 2006 in an effort to understand
the travel of anglers leaving Kasshabog Lake as well as cleaning habits that
might serve to reduce risk of propagule transfer. Survey questions were derived
from a 2005 questionnaire conducted by Allyson Brown (Invading Species
Awareness Program in conjunction with the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources and the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters). This survey
provided information on boater outflow from a single lake (a proxy for propagule
pressure), thus the origin-specific version of the production-constrained gravity
model equation was most appropriate for estimating human-mediated propagule
pressure. Muirhead (2007) found production constrained models provided the
best estimates of invasion risk for the spiny waterflea in Ontario lakes. For the
purpose of this model, other sources of propagules, such as aquarium stores,
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were ignored. The equation used for this model was modified from equation 6 to
measure the potential risk as follows:

AO-w_
T,=——, where A = Y
1
D(j)
^V

and
w •
J

(10)

J

Tj
A

= interaction between Kasshabog Lake and lake j
= balancing factor to measure the relative location of Lake
Kasshabog to the destinations
Oj = propulsive power of Kasshabog Lake to lake j
D(j) = distance decay function applied to lake j
Wj = destination attractiveness of lake j ; measured as the product of
area and sport-fish diversity.
Information collected by the surveys identifies lakes that 'interact' with

Kasshabog Lake, along with the strength of those interactions (Oj) (see Appendix
A for survey). It was assumed that if a boater identified many lakes visited on the
survey, then Kasshabog Lake was visited before travelling to another lake.
Destination attractiveness was based on the product of lake area and sport-fish
diversity (Minns, 1990). These two factors measure human attractiveness for
each lake. There may be a greater draw to a one lake over another due to fish
diversity, effectively accounting for the fishing attraction (Reed-Anderson et al.,
2000). Name recognition, cottage development and greater accessibility favour
larger lakes, hence lake area is the other factor considered in the model (ReedAnderson et al., 2000). Lake area was calculated by Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) and sport-fish diversity (presence data) was obtained from Dr.
Nicholas Mandrak at the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), Burlington,
ON. The sport-fish data set acquired from DFO did not contain data for the
French River or Katchewanooka Lake, thus values from connected neighbouring
Nipissing and Clear Lakes, respectively, were used. The distance decay function,
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D(j), was calculated using a logarithmic regression analysis on a plot of distance,
separated into three intervals, versus probability of visited lakes. The resultant
regression equation became the distance decay function. Although Lakes
Ontario and Erie had a strong interaction with Kasshabog Lake, they were
excluded from the model calculation since my focus was spread to inland lakes
only. All inland lakes were given an interaction value based upon equation 10.

Gravity and hydrology model
This model will focus on the movement of water through connecting
waterways to assess short- and long-distance (with respect to the flow of water)
dispersal of propagules. This model will determine which lakes will be at the
highest risk from advective transfer of plant fragments in flowing current. The
model was created and conceptually mapped using GIS. It was based on the
"water virtual flow-seamless provincial dataset" created by the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources that was obtained in January 2008. The dataset is a fully
connected, flow directed, stream network with complete topological flow structure
that was originally based on the Natural Resources Values Information System
(NRVIS) Water Body Segment layer and has been updated to create connectivity
and flow direction (Science and Information Resources Division, unpublished
data). A geometric network, which offers a way to model common networks and
infrastructure found in the real world, was created from the line layer. Next, flow
directions were set on each line segment based on digitized direction. This was
accomplished using ArcHydro, a GIS extension used to help describe
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hydrological systems and the conceptualization of surface water systems
(Strassberg & Maidment, 2004). Finally, the utility network analyst extension was
used to allow for downstream tracing of the advective flow of water from a
source. This allowed for the identification of lakes that are connected to a source.
Source lakes were determined by the greatest probabilities obtained from
the gravity model, flagged and traced downstream. For downstream lakes, the
distance from the closest upstream source lake was calculated along the virtual
flow line layer using GIS. Water flow was based on data obtained from Tom
Arsenault at the Water Survey of Canada, Burlington, ON, from flow stations
connected to the downstream flow. Dispersal rate was calculated using the initial
location where Cabomba was first reported in 1991 to where it was established
by the end of 2006. Distance from a source to a downstream lake was calculated
using GIS. An exponential cumulative distribution function (CDF) was used to
calculate the probability of Cabomba entering a noninvaded lake downstream in t
years. The exponential CDF used was:
F(t,j3) = l-e-"fi,t>0

(11)

where (3 = distance from source divided by the dispersal rate, t = time (years).
Four separate models were developed, each giving the probability of
establishment after one, two, five and ten years, respectively.
Some assumptions were needed to develop the hydrology model. These
assumptions include: 1) Cabomba fragments move downstream with the speed
of the current (neutral buoyancy); 2) flow within lakes and connecting streams is
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uniform; 3) the dispersal rate (km/year) is constant; and 4) advective flow follows
the virtual dataset.

Ecological niche model
One of the greatest downfalls of predictive modelling is the inability to
validate a generated model. Data was compiled for three regions: Cabomba's
native range (Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay and Brazil), a global range (all
countries except the native range and Canada) and an Ontario range. Ontario
and global data was retrieved from a variety of sources: Alexander Shulyarenko
(Kawartha Conservation Authority, Lindsay, ON), Diana Tyner (Crowe Valley
Conservation Authority, Marmora, ON), Shon Schooler (CSIRO Entomology,
Australia), Jonathon Scott and Kathleen Fitzgerald, (United States Geological
Survey, Reston, VA), Jennifer Havelock (Source Water Protection, Newmarket,
ON), Aaron Todd and Shenaz Sunderani (Provincial Water Quality Monitoring
Network, Etobicoke, ON), Bev Clark (Lakes Partner Program, Dorset, ON) and
Kelly Hodgson (Global Environment Monitoring System, Burlington, ON). The
three datasets allowed for multiple validation attempts of the model before it was
used to predict the Ontario range. First, a model was generated from Cabomba's
native range and used to predict the global range minus Ontario. If the model
accurately predicted the global range, then that model was used for the Ontario
range. On the other hand, if the native range does not correctly predict the global
distribution, then the native and global ranges combined was used to predict the
Ontario range.
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There were nine water chemistry parameters used to predict suitable
lakes for Cabomba establishment. The parameters were: dissolved oxygen
(mg/L), dissolved calcium (mg/L), pH, mean temperature (°C), conductivity
(uS/cm), alkalinity (mg/L), total phosphorus (|ig/L), ammonia (mg/L) and nitrate
(|a,g/L). These parameters were chosen on data availability and a focus on
suitable water quality predictors. Dissolved oxygen measures the amount of
oxygen dissolved from the surround air, by aeration (rapid movement) and as a
waste product of photosynthesis. Nitrate and ammonium levels in fresh water
systems, can indicate oxygen depletion, pH is a measure of the acidic or basic
nature of the lakes, while alkalinity measures the buffering capacity of water.
Phosphorus is one of the key elements necessary for plant growth and
temperature can have an impact on the availability of oxygen. The amount of
dissolved calcium determines the level of hardness of the water while
conductivity provides a general indication of water quality. Three other
parameters: dissolved inorganic carbon, secchi disk depth and chlorophyll a were
originally intended to be used, however due to the small set of data recordings,
they were unfortunately excluded. Since the boosted regression trees model
allows for missing values, lakes used in the model had at least four or more
parameters entered.
Each model was generated using the gbm package of R software
(Ridgeway, 2007). To validate and avoid overfitting, model performance was
gauged by splitting the data into two sets, training and testing. The proportion of
data used in the training/testing subsets is normally set from 0.5-0.8 for
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classification-related problems, such as presence/absence (Friedman, 2002). For
this study, the model training factor was set at 0.70, with a Bernoulli distribution
of presence/absence of Cabomba. Model predictions are based on the optimum
number of iterations that balances the trade-off between the error in the fit of the
training data and error obtained through 5-fold cross-validation. With this method,
five separate models are fit in order to calculate the cross-validation error
estimate with a final model using all data. The stopping-rule is based on
observations not used in model training, out-of-bag observations, to estimate the
improvement in the loss function of the regression tree. The optimum number of
iterations is reached when the out-of-bag change reaches zero.
Once the boosted regression tree model was complete, lakes were then
classified as invaded if the estimated probability was greater than or equal to a
threshold based upon the shape of the receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curve. The ROC curve plots the performance of the model being able to correctly
predict an invasion (hit rate) versus incorrectly predicting an invasion when one
had not occurred (false alarm rate) at different thresholds (Liu et al. 2005). As
recommended by Liu et al. (2005), the threshold was chosen based on the
minimum distance from the upper left corner. This method has proven successful
in many studies (Pearce & Ferrier, 2000; McPherson et al., 2004; Muirhead,
2008) despite a recent critique of the technique (Lobo et al., 2008). The R
package verification was used to calculate the ROC curve. Model performance
was evaluated based on the area under the ROC curve (AUC). This criterion acceptable if significantly greater than 0.5 - was used to test whether the model
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can predict better than at random (AUC = 0.5). A 2x2 contingency table was
constructed by pooling the number of lakes where Cabomba was predicted
present/absent to actual present/absent data.

Combining gravity, hydrology and ecological niche modelling
This final model combined propagule pressure (gravity and hydrology
model) with an environmental suitability component. Results from the previous
model were used here to assess the refined invasion risk after one, two, five and
ten years, respectively. The lakes in this model were identified from the
propagule pressure assessment. For the purpose of this model, lakes that were
identified as a source lake in the hydrology model were given a probability of 1
for each year. The assumption that source lakes were invaded was based on the
results of the gravity model. Probability of establishment was generated by
adding the probabilities from the gravity and hydrology models and multiplied by
the corresponding probability from the ecological niche model (Jerde & Lewis,
2007):
P(establishment) = {P(gravity)+P(hydrology)} * P(BRT)

(12)

The final probability for each lake was classified into 20 equal intervals to better
display the results.

RESULTS
Gravity Model
All surveys were personally conducted at both launch sites on Kasshabog
Lake. At first, surveys were distributed to all boaters; however, many boats that
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are only used on that lake are docked throughout winter and pose no risk to other
lakes. Consequently, I then focused the survey only on individuals that transport
and use their boats in other lakes, resulted in 41 completed surveys. From these
surveys, 25 lakes were identified as being visited on 176 separate trips from
Kasshabog Lake. The majority of destination lakes were less than 100 km (road
distance) from Kasshabog Lake and only three percent travelled greater than 200
km (Table 1). All boats were trailered, with 56% of trips occurring within 21 days
and 84% within 3 weeks of activities on Kasshabog Lake. Surveyed data
revealed that April through October is the busiest time on Kasshabog Lake,
accounting for 98% of total boat use. Surveys revealed that 73%, 32% and 54%
of boaters clean their boats, anchor line and trailers, respectively, after use on
Kasshabog Lake.
Lakes Ontario and Erie had the greatest outflow and distance traveled
from Kasshabog Lake, respectively (Figure 8), but they were not included in the
model due to the focus on inland lakes. A logarithmic regression line of best fit or
distance decay function was thus calculated as:
DQ) = -0.6134Ln(j) + 0.6997 (r^O.9989) (Figure 9).
The distances calculated from the logarithmic regression contributed to equation
10 and the final interaction (gravity) scores with Kasshabog Lake (Table 2). Lake
Simcoe had the greatest interaction score, primarily due to its very large surface
area (Figure 10). Rice, Scugog and Pigeon lakes had the next highest interaction
scores.
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Gravity and hydrology model
Lakes Simcoe, Rice, Scugog and Pigeon were classified as sources (based on
gravity scores) in the hydrology model used to determine downstream lakes.
Applying the hydrology model to the source lakes detected 14 lakes downstream
(Figure 11). Probabilities that Cabomba would reach a downstream lake ranged
from 0.011 to 0.13 after one year and from 0.11 to 0.78 after ten years (Figure
12) (Table 3). According to this model, Round Lake should be the next lake
invaded by Cabomba owing to its high propagule pressure.

Ecological niche model
Originally, 96 lakes from Cabomba's native range were used to create an
environmental niche model using boosted regression trees. This model
performed rather poorly (AUC = 0.591, 39.3% of the data explained). However,
by combining the native range (96 lakes) with the global, introduced range
(16,984 lakes), a much larger data set of species presence/absence was created
that included four or more environmental parameters for each location. Predictive
power from the global dataset was significant with an AUC of 0.838 (p<0.05)
(Figure 13). Cabomba presence in this larger data base was strongly related to
pH and temperature (Figure 14), accounting for 58.2% of variability. Probability of
habitat suitability, based on marginal relationships between parameters,
increased for lakes with pH less than eight and temperature greater than 9°C
(Figure 15). This larger data base was used to generate a model to predict the
Ontario distribution. After identifying a threshold of 0.11, lakes were classified
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with a 1 or 0 for invasion success and failure, respectively. The classification
result allowed for a 2x2 confusion matrix (Table 4) that showed presence and
absence predicted by the model versus the actual observation. Model accuracy
explained 97.2% ([453+2]/[453+2+1 +2]) of the data. The model correctly
predicted two of the three lakes (hit rate of 66.7%) that Cabomba invaded along
with accurately predicting absence in 97.4% of the lakes. One lake currently
invaded was predicted noninvaded (miss rate of 33.3%) and 12 other lakes were
predicted to be invaded (false alarm rate of 2.6%) although Cabomba was not
observed at those locations.
The GIS representation of the model's spatial result indicated that there
was a large cluster of lakes and rivers in south-eastern Ontario with a medium to
high probability of environmental suitability (Figure 16). Northern Ontario, on the
other hand, had only a few lakes or rivers with high environmental suitability.

Combining gravity, hydrology and ecological niche modelling
Propagule pressure was assessed via the combination of gravity and
hydrology models, thus taking into account human-mediated and advective
dispersal. These results were refined by also considering the receptive
environments from the environmental niche model. The gravity model detected
23 lakes of which four became source lakes in the subsequent hydrology model.
The hydrology model considered only 14 lakes and more importantly, detected
an invasion risk to 5 additional lakes by the downstream movement of Cabomba
fragments. All 28 (23 gravity + 5 hydrology) lakes from the propagule pressure
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model were among the 468 lakes used in the environmental niche model, thus I
was able to assign each lake a habitat suitability probability (Table 5). After
summing the gravity and hydrology probabilities and multiplying by the
environmental niche probability (see equation 12), patterns of expected invasion
varied depending on the time scale considered (i.e. 1, 2, 5,10 years) (Figure 17
a-d). This combined model suggests that Rice, Scugog, Round and Crowe Lakes
have the greatest invasion risk in future years (Figure 17d). When comparing the
difference in invasion risk class from the first to the tenth year, Round, Crowe
and Sturgeon Lakes had the greatest change (Figure 18).

DISCUSSION
Identifying which habitats are most vulnerable to biological invasion has
preoccupied ecologists and managers for many years (Guisan & Zimmerman,
2000; Byers et al., 2002; Peterson, 2003; Richardson & Rejmanek, 2004;
Theoharides & Dukes, 2007). Identification of relative invasion risk patterns
should allow managers to prioritize management strategies to specific areas
and/or to the vectors that transmit NIS to these areas (Basse & Plank, 2008).
One approach that seems to warrant attention is the marriage of vector-based
and environmental suitability models to provide refined estimates of invasion risk
(Herborg et al, 2007; Jerde & Lewis, 2007). In this study, I showed how separate
models can identify and assign different invasion risks to different lakes, while
combining models allowed for a refined invasion status. This study is the first
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attempt to model a macrophyte species using a combination of passive and
active dispersal models coupled with an environmental suitability component.
The gravity model, which assessed inter-lake invasion risk through
human-mediated transport of Cabomba, identified four lakes at high invasion risk
from the 2006 boater survey. If only the gravity model was used to predict
Cabomba distribution, seven lakes had the greatest potential to be become
introduced. These lakes (Simcoe, Rice, Scugog, Pigeon, Chemong, French River
and Stony) ranked the highest when considering lake area, sportfish diversity,
distance and outflow from Kasshabog Lake (Figure 8). It is interesting to note
that some lakes were positively and negatively affected by lake surface area.
Lake Simcoe (and similarly for the French River), slightly above average with
respect to outflow and relatively at a greater distance from Kasshabog Lake, was
ranked at the top because it had the largest surface area (Table 2). On the other
hand, Round Lake, with greater outflow and much closer to Kasshabog Lake
than Lake Simcoe, was ranked tenth mostly due to its smaller surface area.
Although lake area helps to quantify human attractiveness to a body of water, it
confounds results because it varies tremendously in Ontario.
The current distribution of Cabomba borders Lakes Erie and Ontario in the
USA. Since these two Great Lakes had the greatest boater trips from Kasshabog
Lake, then the gravity model suggests that Lakes Erie and Ontario already have
a Cabomba population.
To better measure introduction effort, a hydrology model was applied to
gauge the invasion risk associated with passive movement of Cabomba
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fragments (propagules) among connected lakes (Boylen et al., 2006). For the
purpose of this study, combining the gravity and hydrology models measured the
total propagule pressure, which identified five additional lakes at risk of invasion.
The revised seven lakes possibly introduced via total propagule pressure
(regardless of time) were Simcoe, Rice, Scugog, Pigeon, Round, Buckhorn and
Sturgeon, which differed in the fifth through seventh positions from just the
gravity model. The first four lakes (all source lakes) were directly related to the
highest gravity model scores, but the final three had the shortest distance from a
source lake (Figure 11). Reasonably enough, passage through connecting
waterways provides introduction access to previously uninvaded lakes (Basse &
Plank, 2008). If I were to only model the spread of Cabomba from its initial point
of establishment (Kasshabog Lake), and only assumed introduction effort based
on advective flow, then downstream bodies of water with potential risk would be:
North River, South Lake, Round Lake, Belmont Lake and Crowe Lake. Cabomba
has already invaded the North River and South Lake. Applying an advective
model for nonindigenous species should always be included when quantifying
the risk to downstream lakes from a source for managers to conduct risk
assessments. Choosing the correct hydrologic model can be difficult, but
progress has been made in this regard (Toner & Keddy, 1997; Speirs & Gurney,
2001; Lutscher et al., 2005; Singh et al., 2006). The question remains, however,
as to how to properly quantify the invasion status of a lake via propagule
pressure? This study quantified propagule pressure via gravity and hydrology
models in an attempt to account for the multiple pathways a NIS can become
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introduced (Jerde & Lewis, 2007), but as Cohen et al. (2008) showed, pet stores
should also be factored.
The next step in assessing a biological invasion is to quantify habitat
suitability (Maclsaac et al., 2007). This study combined native and global ranges
using boosted regression trees to predict Cabomba's potential suitability
distribution in Ontario. This model suggested the following bodies of water with
the greatest habitat suitability: Tasso Lake, Wawa creek, Nebskwashi River,
South Lake, Manitouwaba Lake, Alfred Lake, Bat Lake, Missinaibi River, Three
Mile Lake and Kasshabog Lake. Clearly we need to prevent dispersal to these
systems since they are highly invadable. The predictive power, measured by
area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, of the model was
much greater than 0.5 (Figure 13). The shape of the ROC curve itself however
looks segmented with either very steep or no slope segments, which is not a
traditional representation that normally contains many short segments. The
segments are due to the fact that there were very few observed lakes with
Cabomba establishment.
The BRT model correctly predicted two (Kasshabog and South Lakes) of
the three lakes that have been invaded by Cabomba in Ontario (Table 4).
Curiously the North River was not accurately predicted by the model even though
most parameters, except pH, correlated with marginal relationships (Figure 15).
The model projected 14 lakes to be suitable for Cabomba establishment (Table
4) at the current threshold determined by the closest distance from the top left
hand corner of the ROC space (Figure 13). Interestingly, if I had set the threshold
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equal to the North River probability (which has a Cabomba population) then 219
of 468 bodies of water become suitable habitats. If this is the case, the species
may find Ontario lakes highly suitable for establishment if it is introduced. In a
study of Chinese mitten crab, Herborg et al. (2007) identified ports that had high
habitat suitability but low propagule pressure, meaning those areas would be
vulnerable to invasion if vectors increase traffic. The same reasoning can be
applied here: if introduction effort is not managed properly, almost half of Ontario
lakes can potentially become invaded, suggesting that there is a vast need to
manage and contain vectors.
The boosted regression tree model identified pH, temperature and
dissolved calcium as the best predictors of Cabomba presence (Figure 14).
Interestingly, total phosphorus, which stimulates growth for plankton and aquatic
plants and its availability is a key factor in controlling photosynthesis, was a poor
predictor. There are two rivers in Northern Ontario that were predicted to have
suitable habitat, Pipestone (Lat 52.570, Lon -90.181) and Ogoki (Lat 50.932, Lon
-88.85), whose environmental characteristics coincide very well with optimal
conditions for Cabomba presence. It is interesting to note that these two rivers
are at 51° and 52° latitude, which might seem unreasonable given that Cabomba
is supposedly a tropical species. However, it should be noted that Cabomba's
global range includes a population in the Loosdrecht Lakes, Holland (Schooler et
al., 2008). Northern Ontario and Holland share similar latitudes but not climates,
thus it is not strictly a tropical (warm water) species. This suggests that modelling
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Cabomba using temperature alone may not provide accurate predictions (van der
Heide et al., 2006).
Temperature and pH clearly play important roles in predicting Cabomba
habitat success (Figure 14). In Ontario, latitude (42° - 56°) and temperature vary
considerably. As it stands, a pH above 8 drastically reduces the likelihood of
Cabomba presence (Figure 15). Since dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2) and pH
are correlated with Cabomba growth and abundance - as pH increases, CO2
concentration decreases and most carbon is present as bicarbonate, which many
submersed macrophytes, cannot use - suggesting that Cabomba can use
bicarbonate (Tarver & Sanders, 1977; Sanders, 1979; Schooler et al., 2008) The
BRT model assumes no evolution of the species, but if Cabomba becomes more
tolerant of increasing pH or colder waters and a new strain develops, then
possible suitable habitats increases significantly.
Adopting a hierarchical approach, combining total propagule pressure with
environmental suitability, should refine the invasion status of the lakes
(Theoharides & Dukes, 2007). Addition of the environmental suitability
component revealed that lakes most at risk included Rice, Scugog, Round,
Crowe, Sturgeon, Pigeon and Simcoe (Figure 17 a-d). This new set of lakes
seems more reasonable, especially considering the gravity scores for Simcoe
and Round Lakes. The refined set takes into consideration both vector and
suitability components. Following on my interest from the BRT model, if there
were more lakes identified from the total propagule pressure model and then
those lakes could also be included in the final refined model. For example, Crowe
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Lake was not identified in the top seven in the total propagule pressure model,
but it has high habitat suitability generating a greater invasion risk. In general, the
Kawartha Lakes were targeted in the refined model. Kasshabog Lake, which
belongs to the Kawartha's, is an oligotrophic lake - low nutrient concentrations
and low plant growth - meaning there is plenty of space for Cabomba to grow.
The Kawartha Lakes are eutrophic lakes - high nutrient concentrations and high
plant growth - meaning there is little space for Cabomba to grow. Another model
may then be warranted to show how Cabomba fares with increased competition.
The Muskoka Lakes on the other hand, are very similar to Kasshabog Lake, but
they are not targeted with a high invasion risk because of the low propagule
pressure. However, since the Muskoka's have high environmental suitability for
Cabomba may establish if transported to those lakes.
Possible improvements to this study would be to survey a greater number
of boaters. I have assumed that the surveys I conducted are representative of
overall traffic out of Kasshabog Lake. More extensive sampling might pick up
additional lakes placed at risk by outbound boaters from Kasshabog Lake. Since
the survey was responsible for identifying lakes at risk, misclassification of
destination lakes would influence invasion risk of those located farther
downstream (i.e. underestimate true risk). Individual plant fragment viability
lessens considerably when exposed to air and would approach zero in 24 hours,
but bunches of Cabomba fragments can remain moist and last for weeks under
hot and dry conditions (Schooler et al., 2008). Perhaps fragment viability could
be incorporated into the gravity model. A competition model, if included, may
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show whether the range expansion of a Cabomba population would be impeded,
reducing the immediate risk to downstream lakes. I would also suggest building
each model exclusively with GIS. First, I would build a gravity model with a raster
format, followed by application of the hydrology line layer and then the
environmental suitability with another raster layer. This construction would allow
the modeller to assign an invasion risk assessment to all lakes in a given area
and not just lakes with known data. It would also reduce difficulty of hierarchical
modelling.
Forecasting invasions will always be critiqued, whether for model creation,
interpretation, validation or application (Guisan & Thuiller, 2005). Progress has
been made from emphasizing mainly invader and habitat characteristics early on,
to consideration of the importance of propagule pressure as a predictor
(Richardson & Rejmanek, 2004; Lockwood et al., 2005; Hastwell et al., 2008).
Indeed, by combining models that embrace propagule pressure (Cohen et al.,
2008) with those that encompass niche-based modelling (Thuiller et al., 2005),
predictive power should be increased. This study applies this concept with novel
techniques. Other studies have coupled their predictive models (Herborg et al.,
2007; Jerde & Lewis, 2007; Sanchez-Flores, 2007), but none have embodied
both active (human-mediated) and passive (advective flow) movement of
propagules with an innovative niche suitability technique (BRT).
Muirhead (2007) took the modelling sequence a step further, considering
ecological integration of NIS into the recipient community after successfully
passing through transport and environmental suitability filters. It would be prudent
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for me to apply the same logic for Cabomba. However, a study by Capers et al.
(2007) in Connecticut, northeastern USA, showed that Cabomba is capable of
invading systems already populated by other macrophyte species. Since it is
such a dominant species in Kasshabog Lake, applying an ecological integration
model may prove ineffective in refining invasion risk (Hogsden et al., 2007).
Another threat of biological invasions that is not addressed in this thesis is
that represented by aquarists dumping unwanted Cabomba into sewage, storm
sewers, or directly into watersheds (Cohen et al., 2008). Since Cabomba is one
of the most popular plants through the aquarium trade (Cohen et al., 2008), this
threat is not inconsequential; it could, however, invalidate expected patterns of
spread identified in this thesis. If aquarists do introduce the species to locations
other than those addressed here, the environmental suitability model would still
apply and the species might fail to establish if introduced into unsuitable waters.
Other sources of new propagules could also be from boater movement from
Ontario border locations. Cabomba is established in Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania and New York States, so it is possible though perhaps less likely
that interstate boater movement could introduce new populations to Ontario lakes
and rivers. Clearly the modest to broad environmental suitability of lakes in
Ontario indicates a pressing need to regulate the sale of this plant by the
aquarium trade.

CONCLUSION
This study solidifies the framework needed to properly model the potential
distribution of nonindigenous species. The invasion risk model developed here
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combines gravity, hydrology and environmental niche modelling to identify lakes
at risk of future invasion through secondary spread. The combined modelling
approach used here might prove useful for other macrophyte species
(Myriophyllum spicatum, Hydrilla verticillata, Ruppia cirrhosa and Najas flexilis)
that are currently invading lakes across the globe.
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Table 1.

Distance Interval
(km)
Less than 100
100-200
Greater than 200

Boater Trips

Probability

124
46
6

0.705
0.261
0.034
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Table 2.

LAKE NAME

Surface Area (km2)

Simcoe
Rice
Scugog
Pigeon
Chemong
Stony

722
92
33.5
51.8
24.7
34.6

French River
Buckhorn
Sturgeon

72.9
32

Round
Balsam

44.9
5.9
47.5

Chandos
Head

15.5
9.38

Jack

13.5

Trips
16

Sportfish
8

29
18
9
9

8
17
20
16

5
6

16
10

7
3
19
2
4

13
19
12
15
11

10
6

7
6

6

10

3
10

15
11

2

16

SCORE(%)
56.7
14.4
6.54
6.52
2.57
2.35
2.34
2.04
1.73
1.1
0.928
0.55
0.415
0.401

Mississauga
Belmont

6.72
7.74

Oak
Sparrow
Weslemkoon

2.85
11.2
19.8

1

12

Sandy

3.6

Clear

6.45

5
2

11
4

0.0419

2
2

4

0.0218

10

0.0095

Katchewanooka

3.53

Little

0.663
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0.283
0.266
0.255
0.213
0.154
0.147

Table 3.

Lake Name

Distance from
Source (km)

P(1 year)

P(2 years)

P(5 years)

P(10 years)

Sturgeon
Buckhorn
Lower Buckhorn
Stony
Clear
Katchewanooka
Little
Seymour
Round
Belmont
Crowe
Rylstone
Couchiching
Sparrow

11.42
11.13
26.41
38.20
45.32
52.29
77.60
44.53
8.566
16.40
24.30
42.24
40.53
67.28

0.1091
0.1119
0.0487
0.0340
0.0287
0.0249
0.0169
0.0292
0.1428
0.0773
0.0529
0.0308
0.0199
0.0120

0.2063
0.2112
0.0951
0.0668
0.0566
0.0492
0.0334
0.0576
0.2652
0.1486
0.1029
0.0606
0.0394
0.0239

0.4388
0.4474
0.2211
0.1586
0.1355
0.1186
0.0815
0.1377
0.5372
0.3312
0.2378
0.1446
0.0955
0.0587

0.6851
0.6946
0.3933
0.2921
0.2527
0.2231
0.1564
0.2565
0.7858
0.5528
0.4191
0.2684
0.1819
0.1139
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Table 4.

Observed
Absent

Absent

Present

453

1

12

2

Predicted
Present
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Table 5.

LAKE

P(ENM)

BALSAM
JACK
CROWE
FRENCH RIVER
CHANDOS
SPARROW
RICE
ROUND
HEAD
RYLSTONE
STURGEON
MISSISSAUGA
OAK
SCUGOG
WESLEMKOON
COUCHICHING
SANDY
SEYMOUR
PIGEON
LITTLE
CLEAR
SIMCOE
STONY
KATCHEWANOOKA
LOWER BUCKHORN
CHEMONG
BUCKHORN
BELMONT

0.11
0.090
0.086
0.083
0.066
0.064
0.059
0.054
0.053
0.052
0.049
0.049
0.045
0.045
0.041
0.037
0.036
0.034
0.034
0.034
0.029
0.026
0.022
0.022
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.017
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APPENDIX A.
Boater Habits and Lake Usage Survey
We are developing models to predict the spread of the weed fanwort (Cabomba
caroliniana), which is present in Kasshabog Lake. We would like to learn about
the bodies of water you fished or boated on during the past year. All information
is confidential.
Today's Date (MM/DD/YY):

(Weekend: Yes/No)

Time: Arriving / Leaving
1) City of Residence:

Prov./State:

2) What was your last location where you boated on (marina, lake and closest
town)?
Marina:

Lake:

Closest Town:

3) How many days did you boat on Lake Kasshabog during these periods?
Jan-Mar:

Apr-May:

Jun-Oct:

Nov-Dec:

4) Have you boated on other lakes in the past year (Yes / No)? If Yes, please
answer the following questions. If No, go to question 8

Lake
visited

Closest
city?

Highways or waterways
used to get there?

How many trips to this
lakes in the past
year?

Did you
use a
trailered
boat?

5) When trailering your boat from Kasshabog Lake, what is the farthest distance
(in km):
you have moved it to another lake in Ontario?
What was the route taken?

83

6) Before trailering your boat off of Kasshabog Lake to another lake, do you
clean your boat (Yes / No) your anchor line (Yes / No / Not applicable), the
trailer (Yes / No / Not applicable)
7) If you trailer your boat, when do you plan to use this boat next (Number of
days):
and the number of days since its last use?
8) Have you collected and moved soil or sediment (Yes / No), or aquatic plants
(Yes / No) from the lake?
If so, where was it moved to?

Questions? Contact Michael Jacobs, Great Lakes Institute for Environmental
Research, University of Windsor, Windsor, ON, N9B 3P4. Ph. (519) 253-3000
x4739, email jacobs5@uwindsor.ca, or visit our website at
http://www.uwindsor.ca/hughm. This survey is supported by the NSERC, DFO,
and OMNR.
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Appendix B.

Initialize / ( x ) to be a constant, / ( x ) = a r g i n i n ^ J ^ i ^iv** pjFar t in. 1,...^T do
1. Compute the negative gradient as the working response

1

&
»?i

=

#f»f
A
u

a/K)

/fir })\\ i

- ^ 1/ h h / w

2. Fit a regression mode] , jgr(x), predicting Zi from, the covari&tes x$.
3. Choose a gradient descent step size as
N

p = argmin V ) *{#*, /(xi) + |=>f (xi))

4, Update the estimate o I / ( x ) as

/(x)*-/(x}+ W (x)
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Appendix C.

Select
» a lam function (distribution.)
» the number of iterations> T (a. trees)
« the depth of each tree, JBT (interaction.depth)
» the shrinkage (ec learning rate) parameter, A (shrinkage)
• the ssufasaatnplhig rate, p (bag. fraction)
Initialize / f x ) to be a constant, / ( x ) = a r g i B i i i p ^ ^ j ^ ( p , ^ )
For t in 1 , . . , , T do
1, Compute the negative gradient as the working response

&f(x*)

m^ftxi}

2. Randomly select p x JV cases from the dataset
3. Fit a regression tree with K terminal nodes, g{x) — E(z|x). This tree is
fit using only those randomly selected observations
4, Compote the optimal terminal node predictions, p\%,,,

tpK,

as

/»*=argEtriH V * *(jft,/(xi) +/»)
where 5^ is the set of xss that define terminal node k,
5, Update f{x) as

f[x) «- /(x) + Aftfr|
where le(x) indicates the index of the terminal node into which atn observation with features x would Ml. Again this step uses only the .randomly
selected observations
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